
God tier Farm 1091 

Chapter 1091: Great teacher and apprentice (2) 

 

“Don’t worry about it, ruofei,”Tang Yitian greeted him with a smile,”we’ll leave after sitting for a while!” 

Xia ruofei still filled a pot of water and boiled it on the base. Then, he smiled and walked to the small 

reception area of the suite and sat opposite Tang Yitian’s family. 

“Haoran, how’s your cultivation recently?” Xia ruofei asked directly. 

Feng Jing had been present during the meal, so Xia ruofei did not ask about it. In fact, he was very 

concerned about it. 

Tang Haoran immediately replied respectfully,””Master, my cultivation is going quite smoothly. It’s just 

that my progress is a little slow. I still haven’t felt the threshold of Qi disciple Level 2 ... If only I could 

cultivate every day as fast as the first time I absorbed the innate pure Yang Qi ...” 

Tang Haoran had already gotten a glimpse of the path of cultivation. Before Xia ruofei left Australia, she 

had also taught him a lot of general knowledge about cultivation, including the innate pure Yang Qi that 

had been in his body for many years. Hence, he naturally would not refer to the innate pure Yang Qi as a 

“flaming monster”. 

Compared to the time when he absorbed the innate pure Yang Qi, although his cultivation had 

improved, his speed was as slow as a snail. 

In fact, Xia ruofei had the same feeling as well, so he immediately smiled and said,””You can’t eat 

everything in one go. The innate pure Yang Qi that master left for you is already the limit that your body 

can bear. Any more and it will cause harm to your body!” 

Tang Yitian and Jennifer didn’t know much about cultivation, so after hearing Xia ruofei’s words, Tang 

Yitian quickly said,””Haoran, you can’t go wrong by listening to your master. You can’t be careless in 

your cultivation ...” 

“I know, dad!” Tang Haoran said. Master definitely won’t harm me ...” 

Xia ruofei and the other two couldn’t help but laugh when they heard Tang Haoran, a child, say such old 

words. 

Xia ruofei continued,”Haoran, don’t be anxious when you’re building your foundation. You must do it 

step by step to build a solid foundation. Only then will you be able to go further in the future. Do you 

understand?” 

“Yes, master!” Tang Haoran said. 

When Xia ruofei was in Australia, he had already made a basic judgment. No matter how talented Tang 

Haoran was, it would take at least a few months for him to break through to the second level of the Qi 

refining stage on earth, where the spiritual Qi was so scarce. 



Therefore, he was not disappointed with Tang Haoran’s current cultivation progress. Everything was 

within his expectations. 

“When you have a solid foundation, I will find a way to increase your cultivation speed.” Xia ruofei said. 

Tang Haoran’s eyes immediately lit up.”Thank you, master!” 

Xia ruofei patted Tang Haoran’s head affectionately and said,””Come with me, I want to check on your 

cultivation progress and see if you’ve been slacking off during this time ...” 

Then, Xia ruofei said to Tang Yitian and his wife,””Big brother Tang, sister – in – Law, you two sit here for 

a while!” 

“It’s fine, it’s fine,” Tang Yitian said quickly.”We don’t have anything else to do tonight. You should give 

some advice to Haoran!” 

This was related to his son’s cultivation, so Tang Yitian was naturally very concerned. 

Xia ruofei smiled and nodded. Then, he brought Tang Haoran into the bedroom. 

After Tang Haoran sat down cross – legged, Xia ruofei immediately used his spiritual power to check on 

Tang Haoran’s cultivation. 

Xia ruofei’s cultivation was much higher than Tang Haoran ‘s, especially his spiritual power cultivation. 

So, after a quick examination, he could see Tang Haoran’s condition. 

The true energy in his meridians had indeed become more condensed, and the total amount had 

increased by quite a bit. It was obvious that he had persevered in his cultivation during the time when 

the two of them had been separated. 

Otherwise, it would be like rowing a boat against the current. If he did not advance, he would fall 

behind. Even if he slacked off for a few days, his cultivation would fall behind significantly. 

Xia ruofei let Tang Haoran get up with satisfaction and said with a pleasant expression,””Not bad, not 

bad! Haoran, you really didn’t let master down. As long as you continue to cultivate, it shouldn’t be a 

problem for you to break through to the second level of the Qi refining stage within three months!” 

Initially, Xia ruofei had estimated that Tang Haoran would need at least six to seven months or even a 

year’s time. Now, it seemed that he had underestimated Tang Haoran’s talent. This kid’s cultivation 

speed had exceeded Xia ruofei’s imagination. 

“Really?” Tang Haoran was pleasantly surprised. 

“Would master lie to you?” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”but the premise is that you must persevere every 

day and not relax at all!” 

“I definitely will!” Tang Haoran said firmly. 

Through this period of cultivation, Tang Haoran had clearly felt the benefits. His body was much stronger 

than before, and his strength was also very great. If he used true energy, even Tang Yitian’s strength 

couldn’t be compared to his. 



For a child, this change naturally made him surprised and happy. At the same time, his desire for power 

became stronger. 

When he heard Xia ruofei say that he could break through in three months, Tang Haoran was suddenly 

filled with motivation. 

Xia ruofei said seriously,”by then, you should be able to feel the bottleneck between the first and 

second stages of the Qi refining stage. When you are about to break through, it’s best for you to come 

to China. I have to be by your side to be at ease.” 

Tang Haoran was touched and said,””I know, master ...” 

Xia ruofei patted Tang Haoran’s head and began to answer his questions. 

After all, Tang Haoran was still a child, and he spent most of his time cultivating alone. It was not easy 

for his master to have time to guide him, so he immediately threw out all the questions he had 

accumulated during this period of time. 

Although Xia ruofei had never cultivated the “fierce yang Scripture”, the “great Dao Sutra” that he had 

cultivated pointed straight to the source. Moreover, he had only taught the contents of the “fierce yang 

Scripture” to Tang Haoran after learning it. 

Hence, Xia ruofei began to answer Tang Haoran’s questions after thinking for a while. 

Cultivation was like this. If a person were to put in all his effort, his efficiency would not be very high. 

However, with a few words of guidance from a great teacher, the fog would immediately be cleared, 

and one would feel as if good fortune had come to one’s heart. 

Tang Haoran was like this now. He was beaming with joy as he listened. Some of the questions that had 

troubled him for many days were all solved. 

By the time Xia ruofei finished explaining to Tang Haoran, more than an hour had passed. When he 

brought Tang Haoran out, Tang Yitian and Jennifer were watching TV on the sofa, not at all impatient. 

Seeing Xia ruofei come out, Tang Yitian quickly asked,””RUO Fei, how’s Haoran’s cultivation?” 

Xia ruofei smiled.”Haoran is very talented. He’s also very hardworking. His cultivation progress is faster 

than I thought.” 

“That’s good, that’s good ...” Tang Yitian said happily. 

“Don’t worry, big brother Tang!” Xia ruofei said,”I’ve just checked. There’s no problem. Your Foundation 

is very solid. I’ve also answered some of the questions he had during his cultivation. He just needs to 

persist in his cultivation every day. ” 

“Okay, okay, okay. We’ll make sure to keep him in check.” Tang Yitian quickly nodded. 

“I’m very self – aware, okay?”Tang Haoran pouted. I’m the one who wakes up to cultivate in the 

morning. You and mom are still sleeping ...” 

Tang Yitian couldn’t help but blush. He said,””You ...” 



Jennifer, on the other hand, could not stop giggling. 

It was getting late. Xia ruofei chatted with Tang Yitian’s family for a while before they said goodbye. At 

the same time, they made an appointment to pick Xia ruofei and Feng Jing up from the hotel the next 

morning. 

Tang Haoran originally wanted to stay with Xia ruofei, but Tang Yitian was afraid that he would disturb 

Xia ruofei’s rest, so he took him away without any explanation. 

After sending off Tang Yitian’s family, Xia ruofei returned to his room. He took out his phone and dialed 

song Rui’s number. 

“Young master Xia! You finally have time to call me back!” Song Rui said exaggeratedly after picking up. 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but feel a little apologetic. This guy seemed to have a lot of resentment. 

He also knew that song Rui had something to discuss with him, but he had interrupted him twice. 

Hence, Xia ruofei explained,”I’m on a business trip in the capital!” I’ve been busy all day, so I called you 

back as soon as I was done. ” 

Song Rui couldn’t help but exclaim in surprise,””What? You’re also in the capital?” 

 

? 

Chapter 1092: Elder song’s birthday (1) 

 

Xia ruofei was leaning against the headboard when he made the call. After hearing song Rui’s words, he 

sat up and smiled.””Why did you say ‘also’? Are you also in the capital? It can’t be such a coincidence!” 

“I’m really in Beijing!” Song Rui said,”I just came here yesterday!” 

“F * ck!” Xia ruofei couldn’t help but swear.”I also came yesterday ...” 

The two of them checked the time and realized that they had arrived in Beijing almost at the same time. 

The two of them were on two adjacent flights and the landing time was less than an hour apart. 

Xia ruofei laughed and scolded,”F * ck ... You’re just like a ghost!” The moment I set foot in the capital, 

you actually ran over as well!” 

Song Rui did not back down and said,”What do you mean I’m a lingering spirit?” This is part of my plan, 

okay? You, on the other hand, don’t you care much about the company’s Affairs? Why are you here on a 

business trip?” 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”it’s a long story ...” 

“Then don’t say it!” Song Rui immediately said,”but ... I’m guessing ... It’s related to that small star?” 



“You’re right ...” Xia ruofei said.”Sigh ... You’ve done a great job this time. You didn’t screw up at the 

critical moment! That small star hadn’t gone far yet! In the blink of an eye, you’ve come back crying and 

begging for mercy ...” 

“Hehe! I wouldn’t dare to neglect your matters!” Song Rui said. Then, he asked in a wretched manner,”is 

she in your bed now? Do you want me to remove the ban tomorrow?” 

“Go! Do you think that everyone is as filthy as you?” Xia ruofei laughed and scolded,”I’m telling you! This 

person wanted to seal her up! If I ever see any news about her still in the entertainment industry, I’ll 

make you pay!” 

“Woof! Boss Xia is really angry this time!” Song Rui laughed and said,” I’ll go back and pass the word, 

and I guarantee that no one will dare to let her out!” 

Song Rui said it casually. A small star like Dong Xinyu was indeed insignificant in his eyes. He would 

definitely do as Xia ruofei said. 

“Thanks!” Xia ruofei said. Oh right ... You said you had something to discuss with me, now that I’m free, 

tell me!” 

“I called to invite you to the capital,” song Rui said.”But now that you’re here, it’s even easier!” 

“What’s wrong?” Xia ruofei frowned and asked,”what happened?” 

“Can’t you just wish for me to be better!” Song Rui complained and then said,”nothing happened! 

However, it’s my grandfather’s birthday the day after tomorrow, and he has personally instructed me to 

invite you over to celebrate his birthday!” 

Xia ruofei stood up and said,””Elder song’s birthday? Why didn’t you say so earlier!” 

He did a quick calculation in his heart. Elder song should be 84 years old this year. However, the older 

generation mostly celebrated their fake birthday, which was 85 years old. Although it was not the 10th 

birthday, it was still quite important to celebrate the 5th. 

After all, elder song was already so old. To put it bluntly, it was hard to say if he could even celebrate his 

tenth birthday! 

Song Rui couldn’t help but pout and said,”I’ve already taken the initiative to call you twice to talk about 

this!” You were the one who didn’t even give me a chance to speak before hanging up ...” 

Xia ruofei chuckled in embarrassment.””I just happened to have something to do, right? Elder song’s 

birthday is in two days, I didn’t even prepare for it!” 

“My grandfather has specially instructed that you can come alone. Don’t bring any gifts!” Song Rui said 

hurriedly. 

“How can that be!” Xia ruofei subconsciously said,”it’s impolite to come empty – handed!” 

Song Rui smiled and said,”actually, my grandfather’s birthday was not planned to be Grand at all. The 

leaders of the central office proposed to prepare a birthday banquet for him at the Diaoyutai State 

Guesthouse, but they were all rejected. It will be held at our old house the day after tomorrow. Only 



some of our own families will attend the banquet. You are one of the few guests that the old man 

personally invited!” 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but feel touched. It was just a small family banquet, but elder song had specially 

invited him to attend. It could be seen how much elder song valued him. 

He pondered for a moment and said,”alright!” I know, I’ll definitely be there the day after tomorrow!” 

“Mm! “Send me your hotel’s location. I’ll come and pick you up the day after tomorrow ...” Song Rui 

said.”The old house is heavily guarded. You can’t get in without someone to take you in!” 

“Alright!” Xia ruofei said. 

After he hung up, he sent the location of the hotel to song Rui. 

Then, Xia ruofei lay on the bed and thought about what gift to prepare. 

Although song Rui had said that the old master had specifically emphasized not to bring gifts, Xia ruofei 

would definitely not go to the house empty – handed. 

However, it was a little particular what kind of gift to prepare. 

If it was just old mountain ginseng or iron – Skin maples, Xia ruofei could take them out at any time. 

Although these precious Chinese medicinal herbs were not unpresentable, especially the good – looking 

and old ginseng, which was hard to come by, Xia ruofei still felt that it was not very suitable as a birthday 

gift. 

Xia ruofei had already given elder song a similar gift. If he still gave him wild ginseng, it would not be 

sincere enough. 
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Chapter 1093: Elder song’s birthday (2) 

 

Xia ruofei leaned against the head of the bed and thought about it. His main focus was naturally the 

specialty products in his Qzone. However, he could not think of any suitable gifts. 

Just as he was feeling vexed, a light suddenly flashed in his mind and he thought of a way. 

Xia ruofei thought of the Jade leaves that he had given to Huanhuan and Haoran and had an idea. He felt 

that he could give elder song a gift like this. It was much better than wild ginseng and iron – Skin maples. 

Of course, the gift for elder song couldn’t be in the shape of a Jade Leaf, and the formation carved inside 

couldn’t be a protective rune. 

After all, with elder song’s status, no matter where he went, there would be extremely tight security. A 

protective talisman might not be of much use to him. 

Of course, this was not a problem for Xia ruofei. 



He had been training his mind power whenever he had the time. He could now draw the protective rune 

as he wished, so he used another rune to practice. 

This talisman was similar to the formation that Xia Qing had arranged around the spirit heart tree, and it 

could gather spirit Qi. 

In today’s world where spiritual Qi was scarce, if elder song could wear a jade pendant engraved with 

spiritual gathering runes, he would be able to gather spiritual Qi around him at all times. It would 

definitely be beneficial to his body and prolong his life. 

Xia ruofei was very familiar with the spirit – gathering runes and was confident that he could carve them 

into the jade pendant. 

The only problem now was that he didn’t have any good Jade in his hands. 

If he were to give elder song a gift, the best gift would be the jade pendant that he carved himself. 

Moreover, the effect of the spirit – gathering rune was the best. Xia ruofei would definitely not buy a 

ready – made jade pendant. 

He pondered for a while and then took out his phone to call Ma Zhiming, who was far away in Hong 

Kong. 

“Xia Sheng! Good evening!” Ma Zhiming’s voice was very enthusiastic. 

Xia ruofei smiled and asked,”Mr. MA, did you take the energy gathering pills on time last time?” How do 

you feel about the effect?” 

Ma Zhiming immediately said,”xiasheng, I can feel that my body is gradually getting better, but ... Didn’t 

you say that it’s best not to sleep with Huixin while she’s taking the medicine?” So, I’m not too sure 

about the specific effects ...” 

Ma Zhiming was a little embarrassed when he said this. After all, Xia ruofei was his junior. It was indeed 

a little unnatural to talk about this topic in front of Xia ruofei. 

In fact, not only was Ma Zhiming embarrassed, but Xia ruofei was also not any better. 

However, he had to at least show his symbolic concern for her when he called her in the middle of the 

night. Otherwise, it would be a little rude to ask for help as soon as he came up. 

Xia ruofei laughed dryly and said,”it’s good that you can feel better!” That essence gathering pill was a 

recipe that was passed down hundreds of years ago, so there’s no need to doubt its efficacy. You just 

need to take it according to the doctor’s advice on time. ” 

“Alright, alright!” Ma Zhiming quickly said. 

In fact, even if he had not “tested” the effects with Tian Huixin, Ma Zhiming was still well aware of the 

effects. Ever since he had a problem in that area, he had not experienced the feeling of waking up in a 

“tent” for a long time. However, after eating the energy gathering pill that Xia ruofei had provided, he 

had found a familiar feeling in just a few days. 



If Xia ruofei had not specifically instructed him to abstain from taking the medicine, Ma Zhiming would 

definitely have been eager to have an in – depth discussion with Tian Huixin about medicine. 

Ma Zhiming naturally knew that Xia ruofei would not call him at such a late hour just to show concern 

for his health. Hence, he quickly asked,””Xia Sheng, did you call me for something?” 

“Mr. MA, I’d like to ask if Hengfeng jewelry has a branch in the capital?” Xia ruofei asked with a smile. 

“Of course I do!” Ma Zhiming said with a smile,”our branch in Beijing is one of the biggest flagship stores 

in the country!” 

Xia ruofei said,”that’s great!” Mr. MA, I’m in the capital right now because I have to attend an elder’s 

birthday banquet in two days. I didn’t prepare a gift ...” 

“I see!” Ma Zhiming immediately said. Xia Sheng, I’ll call the branch in the capital right away and ask 

them to prepare the best jade ware suitable for the birthday gift. You can go and choose at any time!” 

Xia ruofei quickly said,”no, no, no, I don’t need a finished product!” Mr. MA, I hope that this birthday gift 

is processed by myself. This way, it will be unique and at the same time, it will show my sincerity. So ... I 

want to buy high – Quality Jade from your branch in the capital ...” 

Ma Zhiming understood it as soon as he heard it. 

The Jade Leaf that Xia ruofei had given Huanhuan previously was obviously the work of an expert. He 

felt that Xia ruofei probably knew a master in jade carving, so he wanted to buy the best Jade material 

to process it himself. 

After all, Ma Zhiming had personally tasted the Jade Leaf. He and MA Xiong both thought that even the 

best sculptors in Hengfeng jewelry could not make such a natural and full of natural charm. 

If Xia ruofei knew such a master, it was normal for him to look down on the finished products in his 

shop. 

However, Ma Zhiming changed his mind and said with some doubt,”Xia Sheng, did you just say that the 

elder’s birthday is in two days? If you buy jade to process it, you won’t have enough time!” 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”I have my ways!” Mr. MA, please help me check if there are any good Jade 

materials in the branch in the capital. The higher the quality, the better. Price is not a problem!” 

“No problem!” “Yes!” Ma Zhiming agreed immediately. 

After Xia ruofei thanked Ma Zhiming, he hung up. 

Then, he stood up and opened the window. He lit a cigarette and took a puff. He looked at the heavy 

traffic outside the window and fell into deep thought. 

In fact, Xia ruofei was checking the vast amount of information in his mind. These were all the ancient 

books and cultivation techniques contained in the human jade talisman. 

He remembered that when he was separating the precious information, there was a visualization picture 

that left a deep impression on him. 



Xia ruofei was preparing to use the image in the visualization picture as a blueprint to carve the Jade. 

He could also find some pictures on the internet, and with his spiritual power cultivation, he could carve 

the Jade even by looking at the pictures. 

However, the images that could be found on the internet were rather rigid, so they were not the most 

suitable choice. 

However, the visualization picture was different. Anything that could be kept in the human jade talisman 

must be good stuff. 

The information was already stored in Xia ruofei’s mind and he had some impression of it, so he found it 

quickly. 

This was a visualization picture of Guan Yin. Compared to the image of Guan Yin that could be found 

everywhere on the internet, the Guan Yin in this visualization picture seemed to have a divine charm. 

One look and you could tell that it was not an ordinary item. 

Xia ruofei’s face revealed a trace of joy. With his spiritual power, with a little practice, he should be able 

to perfectly present the image of Guan Yin Bodhisattva on the jade pendant. 

Moreover, men wear Guanyin and women wear Buddha, so it was very suitable to give elder song a Jade 

Guanyin. 

Xia ruofei immediately strengthened his memory and engraved this image into his memory. 

At this moment, his phone rang. It was Ma Zhiming who had called the manager of the branch in the 

capital city overnight. After understanding the situation, he immediately sent Xia ruofei back. 

“Mr. MA!” Xia ruofei picked up the phone and smiled.”Have you found out?” 

Ma Zhiming said happily,”yes, the flagship store in Beijing just imported a piece of glass – Type jade two 

days ago. The quality is quite high. They were planning to make it into an ornament and take out a few 

sets of jade bracelets, but the sculptors didn’t have time to do it yet, so I asked the flagship store in 

Beijing to keep this piece of Jade. There are also a few pieces of ice – Type jade. You can go and pick any 

one you like tomorrow. You can take it directly!” 

“That’s great!” Xia ruofei was very happy.”Mr. MA, thank you very much!” 

Ma Zhiming quickly said,”xiasheng, you don’t have to be so polite with me!” It’s just a small matter, it’s 

my honor to be able to serve you!” 

“Alright, alright, alright. I won’t stand on ceremony with you then.” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”I’ll treat 

you to a drink when you return to the mainland!” 

“Hahaha! Alright! I’ve long heard that you’ve hidden a lot of good wine, Xia Sheng!” Ma Zhiming said 

with a smile. 

“You’re still thinking about my private collection of good wine?” Xia ruofei laughed.”No problem! When 

the time comes, you can go to my Peach Blossom Farm. I’ll have enough good wine and food!” 



“Then it’s a deal!” Ma Zhiming laughed and said,”Xia Sheng, I’ll send you the contact information of the 

General Manager of the Beijing branch later. You can go and look for him at any time tomorrow!” 

“Alright!” Xia ruofei said. 

After solving the problem of the raw materials, Xia ruofei secretly heaved a sigh of relief. He went to the 

bathroom to take a shower and then fell asleep. 
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Chapter 1094: One – stop service (1) 

 

The next morning. 

As they had promised Tang Yitian’s family that they would tour the capital, Xia ruofei and Feng Rao woke 

up very early. Xia ruofei even got up to cultivate for a while at Seveno’ clock. After washing up, he called 

Feng Rao to have breakfast at the hotel buffet restaurant. 

After breakfast, the two of them went back to their rooms to clean up. Soon, Xia ruofei received a call 

from Tang Yitian. 

Knowing that they had arrived at the hotel, Xia ruofei immediately gave Feng Jing a call. Then, the two of 

them took the elevator down. 

They walked out of the elevator and arrived at the hotel lobby. Xia ruofei saw Tang Yitian’s family sitting 

on the guest sofa at the side of the lobby. Tang Haoran was also sitting beside his parents obediently. 

On the sofa opposite Tang Yitian and Jennifer, there was a tall foreign girl who was talking to Jennifer in 

a low voice. 

This Western girl was wearing a pair of black sunglasses that almost covered half of her face. Her soft 

golden hair was naturally let down, and her figure was curvaceous. Her pair of straight and super long 

legs attracted the attention of many men passing by the lobby. 

Tang Yitian also saw Xia ruofei and Feng Rao very quickly. He smiled and waved at them. 

“Big brother Tang! Sister – in – Law! Good Morning!” Xia ruofei came to them and greeted them with a 

smile. 

“Good Morning!” “Have you had breakfast?” Tang Yitian asked with a smile. 

“I just finished eating!” Xia ruofei said. 

At this time, Feng Rao also came forward to greet Tang Yitian and Jennifer. 

Jennifer smiled at Feng Rao and said,””Miss Feng, I invited you to tour the capital with us yesterday, but 

I might have to go back on my word today ...” 



“Are you guys busy today?” Feng Rao asked, stunned. It doesn’t matter, I can arrange it however I want. 

I’ll listen to our Chairman!” 

“No, no, no,” Jennifer chuckled.”The tour of the capital is still as planned, but you might have other 

things to do, so you can’t come with us!” 

When Jennifer said that, Feng Rao was even more confused. Even she did not know what work she had 

today, so how could Jennifer know? 

At this moment, Jennifer said with a smile,””Miss Feng, let me introduce you!” 

Then Jennifer pointed to the Caucasian girl sitting next to her and said,””This is Duff, an artist under 

Maya Entertainment.” 1 

“Duff, this is Mr. Xia ruofei, the chairman of the Paradise Corporation. The beautiful lady beside him is 

the CEO of the Paradise Corporation, Ms. Feng Jing!” Jennifer said to the Caucasian girl. 

Duff stood up and took off her sunglasses. She revealed a charming smile and said,””Mr. Xia, Ms. Feng, 

how are you?” 

Xia ruofei smiled and nodded at Daphne. Feng Jing’s eyes slowly widened and she said in 

surprise,””You’re the female commander in “Star Killer”, Duff?” 

“Nice to meet you, Ms. Feng. It’s an honor to meet you,” said Daphne with a smile and a nod. 

“Hello, hello!” Feng Rao was also a little stunned and quickly said. 

Xia ruofei did not know much about the entertainment industry, but from Feng Jing’s expression, he 

could guess that this Duff must be very famous as well. Otherwise, even Feng Jing would not be so 

surprised. 

In reality, although Feng Jing was a straight – a student, she wasn’t completely above the common 

populace. She also had her own favorite celebrities and was similarly vain. It was just that she spent 

most of her time fully immersed in her work, giving others the impression that she was a strong career 

woman. 

Furthermore, Feng Jing had studied overseas before, so she was not completely clueless about Western 

celebrities. 

Of course, Duff was very famous and had a large number of fans in China. That was why she was 

wearing a large pair of sunglasses today to avoid trouble. 

Seeing that Xia ruofei was not familiar with Duff, Feng Rao introduced her,””Chairman, Duff has been a 

very popular Hollywood star in the past few years. She used to be a supermodel, but later turned into an 

actress. She has acted in several movies that broke 100 million in box office sales and won countless 

awards! I didn’t expect her to be an artiste under Maya Entertainment ...” 

Xia ruofei touched his nose awkwardly and said,””I really don’t know much about the entertainment 

industry ...” 



Feng Rao looked at Xia ruofei in amusement, then looked at Jennifer and asked,””Jennifer, you brought 

miss Duff here today for ...” 

In fact, Feng Rao had already vaguely guessed Jennifer’s intentions. She had begun to get excited, but 

Jennifer had not confirmed it herself, so she had been holding it in. 

“Feng,” Jennifer said with a smile,”I went through your company’s product introduction carefully after I 

went back last night. I feel that dapper is quite suitable for your brand’s position. Aren’t you worried 

about the brand image and spokesperson? It just so happens that she’s here with us to attend the press 

conference of ‘the angel of doom’, so I brought her along. If you’re willing, she can be the spokesperson 

for your brand!” 

Feng Rao felt dizzy. This huge surprise made her wonder if she was dreaming. 

Jennifer had actually introduced Duff to be the spokesperson for jaded skin cream? 

Oh my God! 

In the past, Feng Jing would never have even dared to dream of using a superstar like Duff. Even rich 

people wouldn’t be willing to endorse a small brand like paradise Corporation. 

If Duff was the daughter of a wealthy family, then Dong Xinyu from yesterday was not even comparable 

to a maidservant at home. 

 

? 

Chapter 1095: One – stop service (2) 

 

The influence of the two in the entertainment industry was like heaven and earth. 

In her excitement, Feng Rao had forgotten that Jennifer was still waiting for her answer. She just stood 

there in a daze, her eyes full of disbelief. 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but gently touch Feng Jing’s shoulder and said,””Boss Feng, what are you 

daydreaming about? Jennifer is asking you a question ...” 

Feng Rao came back to her senses and quickly said, “I’m willing! Of course I’m willing! Jennifer ... You ... 

You’re not joking with me, are you?” 

Jennifer pursed her lips and smiled,”Feng, why would I tease you for no reason?” Xia is our best friend. If 

his company needs our help, of course we have to give it our all!” 

Tang Yitian also smiled and said,””Yup! Originally, Jennifer was going to endorse you personally, but 

RUO Fei firmly refused. It just so happened that Duff came to China with us this time, so Jennifer 

recommended her to you!” 

Xia ruofei was touched. He looked at Tang Yitian and Jennifer and said,””Big brother Tang, sister – in – 

Law, thank you!” 



“Ruofei, you’re treating me like an outsider?” Tang Yitian pretended to be angry. 

“No, no!” Xia ruofei smiled.”But I really have to thank you for this! President Feng has been so anxious 

that he can’t sleep these two days ...” 

Tang Yitian suddenly laughed,”how do you know that President Feng can’t sleep?” Ruofei, could it be 

that last night, you guys ...” 

Xia ruofei was speechless, and Feng Rao didn’t expect that Tang Yitian, a super – rich man, would make 

such a joke about his lack of respect for his elders. She couldn’t help but blush. 

She quickly changed the topic and asked,”Jennifer, you just said that miss Dave is here to attend the 

press conference of” the angel of doom “?” Does that mean she’s going to act in this movie?” 

Jennifer smiled and nodded.”Duff is the female lead for this movie. In fact, we hired a gold – medal 

screenwriter from Hollywood to tailor this movie according to Duff’s temperament and characteristics!” 

Xia ruofei and the others were conversing in Chinese, so Duff could not understand them at all. She just 

stood at the side with a smile. 

Jennifer had told her about the brand endorsement last night. According to her own thoughts, this kind 

of unknown small company was definitely not within her consideration. It was impossible to move her 

no matter how much money was given. 

But Jennifer was her boss, and in order to make her famous, she was not stingy with the company’s 

resources. And last night, Jennifer didn’t hide it from her and told her that the boss of the Paradise 

company was a very good friend of Tang Yitian. 

Thus, Duff agreed without hesitation. 

Although she didn’t understand what they were talking about, she didn’t dare to look down on this small 

company when she saw Xia ruofei and Tang Yitian talking and laughing. 

After hearing Jennifer’s words, Feng Rao could not help but ask,””Since miss Duff is going to star in ‘the 

angel of doom,’ will there be any conflicts in the timing?” 

Jennifer smiled and said,”the crew of ‘the angel of doom’ is not fully prepared yet. It may take some 

time for all the staff and equipment to be in place. We’ll start shooting in Beijing in five days. Time is a 

little tight.” 

“That’s enough!”Feng Rao quickly said. We only need miss Dave to cooperate with us to shoot a short 

advertisement and a few posters. We’ve already finished the script and other things. I’ll gather the 

people immediately. It should be no problem to finish it in five days. ” 

Jennifer nodded and said,”Feng, if your short film isn’t complicated, why don’t I ask the crew of” the 

angel of doom “to send a few people to help you?” Their staff and equipment are more professional ...” 

“Ah? This ... How can I accept this?” Feng Rao said hesitantly. 

Feng Jing’s plan was to find a small studio to film it. This kind of short advertisement was mainly about 

creativity. The shooting techniques and special effects didn’t need to be too high – end. 



Of course, Jennifer’s proposal to get the crew of “the angel of doom” to come over and help also made 

Feng Rao’s heart beat faster. 

That was a Hollywood team they were talking about! One of their video cameras might be worth more 

than an entire studio. Moreover, these people were all experts in post – production and special effects. 

If he could get their help, he would be able to perfectly realize the idea in the advertisement script. 

“It’s okay,” Jennifer said with a smile.”They’ve been resting for the past few days. It won’t be a problem 

for them to help you with a small task! Feng, let me arrange it!” 

“Thank you!” Feng Rao said gratefully. Jennifer!” 

The service was really on point! Not only did they find a star to endorse their products, but they also 

found a photography team and a post – production team, all of which were first – Class! 

Feng Jing had a more direct understanding of Xia ruofei’s position in the Tang couple’s hearts. 

“You’re welcome. We’re very happy to be able to do something for Xia’s company!” Jennifer said. 

Feng Rao was so overjoyed that she almost lost her sense of direction. Meanwhile, Duff had been 

standing at the side with a dumbfounded expression, not knowing what Jennifer and Feng Rao were 

talking about. 

Seeing this, Xia ruofei smiled and said to Duff in English,””Miss Duff, thank you very much for being our 

company’s brand ambassador. Our company’s products will definitely not disappoint you! In the future, 

you’ll realize that this endorsement is definitely a win – win choice!” 

Duff didn’t think much of it. She had never even heard of a company’s name. How good could their 

products be? She would thank the heavens if she didn’t ruin her reputation. 

However, Xia ruofei and Tang Yitian had a good relationship, so she didn’t dare to neglect him. She 

quickly showed an elegant smile and said,””Mr. Xia, it’s my honor!” 

“Then ... Let’s talk about the endorsement fee!” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

Dave froze for a moment and repeated subconsciously,””Endorsement fee?” 

Could it be that there was still money to be earned? Isn’t this a friendly help to the boss’s friend? 

Tang Yitian immediately pulled a long face.””RUO Fei, what’s with the endorsement fee? I’m helping you 

out, how can I ask you for money? Aren’t you slapping my face?” 

Jennifer immediately said,”Xia, Duff’s endorsement this time is free!” We can’t take your money!” 

Feng Jing’s jaw dropped. She had never even imagined that they would be able to get a superstar like 

Duff to endorse their products, yet they didn’t even plan to charge them? 

Feng Jing had already prepared herself mentally for the endorsement fee to be doubled or even 

doubled. She was worried that Xia ruofei did not know the value of Duff and was thinking about how to 

get as much money as possible from Xia ruofei after they came down! 

He didn’t expect that Tang Yitian and the others didn’t take the money at all! 



Xia ruofei quickly said,”big brother Tang, sister – in – Law, this ... Is business!” We still have to pay for 

the expenses. Besides ... If miss Duff were to endorse another company, she would also benefit from it! 

She won’t be able to take on similar advertisements while she’s our spokesperson. This is a huge loss for 

her!” 

Tang Yitian snorted and said,”of course I thought of that. Our company will compensate her for her 

losses!” You don’t have to worry about it ...” 

“How can we do that?” 

“Ruofei, if you insist on paying, I won’t recognize you as my brother anymore! “Just pretend I didn’t say 

anything about the endorsement. We’ll take Daphne away now ...” Tang Yitian pretended to be angry. 

Xia ruofei quickly said,”no, no, no!” If you don’t want to give it, then don’t give it! Big brother Tang, 

don’t be angry ...” 

He was very touched. On second thought, the jaded skin cream was destined to become a phenomenal 

product that would take the world by storm in the future. It would not be a problem for it to compete 

with the major luxury brands. From this perspective, it would be beneficial for Duff to endorse the jaded 

skin cream. 

Moreover, Tang Yitian had already said that, so Xia ruofei didn’t insist on paying. 

Tang Yitian’s anger immediately turned into joy.””Now this is more like it!” 

 

? 

Chapter 1096: Glass – Type jade (1) 

 

Seeing that Xia ruofei was no longer insistent on paying the endorsement fee, Jennifer smiled and 

said,””Xia, I’ll be able to work with you at any time for the next five days. The crew of ‘the angel of 

doom’ will be coming over to help today. I wish you all the best!” 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”thanks!” Sister – in – Law, I hope miss Duff can make time to attend our 

product launch. ” 

If they had signed Dong Xinyu according to the original plan, the contract would have clearly stated the 

rights and obligations of the image spokesperson, including cooperating with the shooting of 

advertisement films, the right to use portraits, and the number of promotional activities she would 

participate in each year. 

However, Tang Yitian had invited Duff as the spokesperson out of friendship, so they couldn’t force her 

to attend many promotional events. At least, it wouldn’t be written into the contract. 

“What’s the rough time of your product launch?” Jennifer asked with a smile. 

Xia ruofei thought for a while and said,”within a month.” The preliminary preparations are almost done, 

and the approval process is almost complete. We’re now preparing the goods!” 



Hearing this, Jennifer immediately said without hesitation,””Then, Duff should still be filming in China. 

There are many scenes in ‘the angel of doom’ that need to be filmed in China. I’ll ask Duff to take a leave 

of absence from the crew and attend!” 

“Alright!” Xia ruofei said happily,”that’s no problem!” 

Jennifer chuckled and said to Feng Rao,””Feng, did I say it wrong? I don’t think you have time to 

accompany us to tour the capital today. ” 

“Jennifer, I’m really grateful to you this time!” Feng Rao said with gratitude. You’ve done us a great 

favor ...” 

“Timely assistance?” Jennifer blinked her eyes and asked, her “idiom addiction” acting up again. 

“Yes, yes, yes! It’s really timely!” Feng Rao said with a smile. 

At this time, Tang Yitian also stood up and said to Xia ruofei,””Ruofei, you must have a lot of details to 

discuss with Duff! You don’t have to accompany us today!” 

Although Tang Haoran really wanted to play with his master, he was very sensible and didn’t say 

anything. He just looked a little disappointed. 

Xia ruofei thought for a moment and said,””Big brother Tang, I’ve handed over the company’s specific 

matters to President Feng, so I’m not needed here. However ... I do have something else to deal with 

today. I’ll finish this as soon as possible and meet up with you in the afternoon!” 

“Sure!” Tang Yitian said readily. Then we’ll be leaving first!” 

Jennifer said a few words to Duff and then called the person in charge of the crew on the spot, asking 

them to send a few capable staff to the hotel with the equipment to find Feng Jing. Then, she left the 

hotel with Tang Haoran and Tang Yitian. 

Now that the problem of the spokesperson had been solved, Feng Jing was extremely excited and 

passionate about her work. 

She only had five days, so she made every second count. She brought Daphne back to her room and 

discussed the details of the advertisement and posters with her. 

Duff was a popular star, so he had to discuss the idea, script, and the like with her. 

Xia ruofei left this matter to Feng Jing. He left the hotel and took a taxi to Hengfeng jewelry’s flagship 

store in the capital. 

Ma Zhiming had already given his instructions overnight. Xia ruofei also had the contact information of 

Xiao Xiaohong, the General Manager of the flagship store in the capital. He had called manager Xiao in 

the taxi. 

“Manager Xiao? I’m Xia ruofei. ” Xia ruofei said,”your Boss Ma should have contacted you, right?” 

When Xiao Xiaohong heard Xia ruofei introduce himself, she immediately became very 

enthusiastic.””Hello, Mr. Xia! President Ma has already told us that several pieces of high – Quality Jade 

have been prepared. You can come and choose at any time!” 



“I’m already on my way. Sorry to trouble you, manager Xiao!”Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

“You’re welcome, you’re welcome!” Xiao Xiaohong said,”I’ll see you later, Mr. Xia!” 

“Alright!” 

When he arrived at the entrance of Hengfeng jewelry shop near Jianguo Road, Xia ruofei saw a young 

woman in a black business suit standing at the door with a phone in her hand. 

The branch in Beijing was indeed the biggest flagship store in the country. From the outside, one could 

tell that the store was huge. It was at least as big as a dozen normal stores in the vicinity combined. 

Xia ruofei paid the fare and got out of the car. The young woman in Black business attire looked up and 

immediately welcomed him warmly. 

“Hello, are you Mr. Xia ruofei?” The young woman asked with a trace of respect. 

She was also surprised that Xia ruofei had come by taxi. She thought to herself,”I didn’t expect Mr. Xia to 

be so low – Key. Fortunately, Boss Ma sent me a photo of this Mr. Xia yesterday. Otherwise, I might not 

have recognized him.” 

As soon as Xia ruofei heard the voice, he knew that this charming young woman was manager Xiao, Xiao 

Xiaohong, whom he had just contacted on the phone. 

“You’re manager Xiao, right?”he smiled and nodded. How could I let you wait for me outside! I’ll go in 

and find you myself. ” 

“I should, I should!” Xiao Xiaohong quickly said,”Mr. Xia, please come in!” 

Xiao Xiaohong also felt a little relieved. This Mr. Xia looked quite approachable. 
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Chapter 1097: Glass – Type jade (2) 

 

After she received Ma Zhiming’s call last night, she was a little nervous. The matter that young master 

Ma from the headquarters personally called must be very important. Ma Zhiming also specifically said 

on the phone that this Mr. Xia was an important guest of their family and must be received well, which 

made her pay more attention to him. 

Xiao Xiaohong even informed the employees to come to work half an hour earlier that night. She 

cleaned the store inside and out, then repeatedly emphasized the need to pay attention to the image 

and service attitude. 

She was just worried that this Mr. Xia would have a bad impression of the Beijing branch. If he casually 

mentioned it to Ma Zhiming later, she, as the manager, would be in trouble. 

Actually, Xia ruofei didn’t have that kind of free time! His only purpose for coming here today was to 

choose a piece of good Jade. 



Xiao Xiaohong personally led Xia ruofei into the store. 

The storefront’s decorations were very high – end. Two large rows of glass counters were filled with all 

kinds of jewelries and Jade of different grades. There was even a display cabinet against the wall. Some 

high – end Jade was placed inside, and under the illumination of the spotlight, it looked beautiful. 

The staff greeted Xiao Xiaohong and Xia ruofei one after another. Xiao Xiaohong led Xia ruofei through 

the store and up the stairs to the office on the second floor. 

In Xiao Xiaohong’s huge office, she took out all four pieces of jade that she had prepared from the safe. 

Then she smiled and said,”Mr. Xia, all the high – grade Jade in our store is here. The rest have either 

been cut and carved by the master or are of poor quality.” Let me introduce you to these pieces of 

jade!” 

“Manager Xiao, I’ll take a look first!” Xia ruofei waved his hand. 

“Alright, please do as you please!” Xiao Xiaohong said. 

She didn’t think much of it. Xia ruofei was so young that she couldn’t tell the quality of Jade. However, 

Ma Zhiming had personally told her to treat Xia ruofei well, so she didn’t dare to neglect him. 

Xiao Xiaohong did not know that Xia ruofei did not distinguish jades by experience. When the painting 

was close to the jadeite, he would naturally sense it. Xia ruofei had bought a lot of good jadeite in the 

early days through this method and had never failed. 

Although Xia ruofei rarely used jades to upgrade the spirit map space, the identification function was 

still very useful. 

Xia ruofei walked closer to the pieces of jade and looked at them. He even reached out to touch them. 

Xiao Xiaohong looked at Xia ruofei and was even more certain that he was an amateur. 

She didn’t expect Xia ruofei to point at a fist – sized piece of Jade and say,””Manager Xiao, I’ll take this 

one!” 

This piece of Jade looked very clear and pure. However, compared to the other three ice – Type green 

jades, the one that Xia ruofei chose was colorless. To an outsider, it did not look the best. 

Xiao Xiaohong’s beautiful eyes revealed a trace of surprise as she said,””Mr. Xia, you have good eyes! 

This is the only glass type jade we have in our store!” 

Xia ruofei smiled.”Actually, I don’t know much. I just felt it.” 

“You can choose so accurately based on your feelings. You can go stone gambling now,” Xiao Xiaohong 

said with a smile. 

Xia ruofei laughed and asked,”manager Xiao, how much does this Jade cost?” I want this!” 

“Mr. Xia, this glass – Type jade has a pretty good water head,” Xiao Xiaohong said.”The only flaw is that 

it’s a colorless Jade. If it had a color, or even reached the standard of King’s Green, the price would be 

different ...” 



After a brief introduction, Xiao Xiaohong said,””The purchase price of this piece of Imperial Jade is 2.8 

million Huaxia dollars. Mr. MA has told me that if you want it, I will give it to you according to the 

purchase price!” 

Ma Zhiming was also very clear that Xia ruofei would not accept it if he gave it to her for free, so he 

simply told Xiao Xiaohong that no matter which piece of Jade Xia ruofei liked, she should give it to him 

according to the purchase price, and she was not allowed to make a single cent. 

Xia ruofei replied without hesitation,”no problem!” Let’s go to the bank and transfer the money now!” 

He also knew that if the purchase price of this piece of Jade was 2.8 million Yuan, plus other 

transportation, security, taxes, and other costs, it would definitely be more than this. However, he 

couldn’t calculate it so clearly, or he would be regarded as an outsider. 

“Alright!” Xiao Xiaohong said. 

Then, she quickly called the finance staff and the two accompanied Xia ruofei to the bank to transfer the 

money. 

Before they left, Xia ruofei said,”manager Xiao, please find a bag and help me put this piece of Jade in.” I 

won’t be coming back later ...” 

“Ah?” Xiao Xiaohong was taken aback.”Mr. Xia, I’m afraid ... This isn’t very safe!” 

This Jade was worth two to three million Yuan! If it was carved into Jade, its value would even increase 

by several times. If he were to carry it out in a bag, what if it was robbed? 

Xia ruofei laughed.”Don’t worry about safety. If we’re unlucky enough to be robbed, I’ll pay for it!” 

Xiao Xiaohong tried to persuade him, but Xia ruofei had already walked out. 

This was a guest that Ma Zhiming had personally instructed her to receive. Xiao Xiaohong didn’t dare to 

say anything. She quickly found a bag and put the Jade in it. Then, she quickly followed Xia ruofei. 

Xia ruofei looked back at Xiao Xiaohong and took the Jade with a smile. Then, the three of them went 

downstairs together. 

Xiao Xiaohong had already asked the store’s driver to wait for them downstairs. The three of them got in 

the car and went straight to the bank. 

Xia ruofei quickly finished the transfer. He declined Xiao Xiaohong’s offer to drive him home. He took 

the Jade that was worth a few million Yuan and hailed a taxi to return to the hotel. 

Only then did Xiao Xiaohong let out a sigh of relief. Just now, her heart had been hanging in the air, 

afraid that something would really happen and the Jade would be raped. 

Xiao Xiaohong thought to herself,”Boss Ma’s friend is really not an ordinary person. He’s so calm even 

when he’s carrying an Imperial Jade worth a few million Yuan. I guess this amount of money is nothing in 

his eyes!” 

...... 



After Xia ruofei returned to the hotel, she locked herself in her room, locked the door, and turned on the 

‘Do Not Disturb’ light. 

He went straight to the bedroom, locked all the doors and windows, and then carefully checked the 

room again. 

Xia ruofei was very experienced in anti – reconnaissance, and now he had the help of strong spiritual 

power. So, he quickly checked the entire room. After making sure that there was no listening or 

monitoring device, he summoned the spirit map scroll. 

He carefully lifted the quilt and stuffed the painting inside. Then, he entered the medium with a flash. 

This way, even if someone barged into the room, they wouldn’t be able to notice anything unusual. 

At the same time, as the owner of the spirit map space, Xia ruofei could also release a trace of his 

spiritual power at any time to keep an eye on the situation outside. 

After all, they were not at home. It was impossible to be too cautious when it came to protecting the 

secrets of the spirit map space. 

After Xia ruofei arrived at the Archean realm, he waved his hand at Xia Qing, indicating for him to do his 

own thing and not to worry about him. 

Xia ruofei walked to the side of the spatial spirit pond and sat down cross – legged. 

Then, he waved his hand, and a small toolbox on a shelf not far away floated over and landed in front of 

him. 

Inside was a full set of carving tools. 

Xia ruofei took the transparent jade and looked at it for a while. 

Perhaps in the eyes of an expert, this piece of glass – Type jade was not of the best quality at all, 

because it was colorless. 

However, that was only the value of the jewelry. Xia ruofei paid more attention to the quality of the 

Jade. The color of the Jade was only for decoration and not the quality. 

This piece of Jade was exquisite, pure, and flawless. In terms of quality, it was definitely of the highest 

grade. 

The better the quality of the Jade, the stronger the ability to carry the runes, and the longer the time of 

use. 

From this point of view, this piece of Jade was undoubtedly the most suitable. 

With the help of his spiritual power, Xia ruofei’s brain was much faster than before. He quickly planned 

out how to use the whole piece of Jade. Then, he picked up a carving knife and cut it without hesitation 

... 

 

? 



Chapter 1098: Spirit – gathering Jade Guanyin (1) 

 

Xia ruofei cut very quickly. In the blink of an eye, he had cut the expensive glass – Type jade into three or 

four pieces. The largest piece was the one he kept for carving the Jade Guanyin. 

This was the best plan that Xia ruofei had come up with after repeated calculations. He wanted to keep 

the Jade Guanyin as large as possible and not waste the remaining scraps. 

The two or three pieces of jade that Xia ruofei had cut off could be made into a few pieces of jade 

leaves. 

His success rate of inscribing protective talismans was already very high, so it was time to prepare some 

protective Jade talismans for Ling Qingxue, Lin Qiao, Hu Zi’s mother, and the people closest to him. 

Xia ruofei changed to another carving knife and picked up the largest piece of Jade. After taking a deep 

breath, he did not hesitate to make the first cut. 

Just now, he had already made precise calculations, and the image of Guanyin had already been firmly 

imprinted in his mind. So, he had already had absolute confidence in which angle to cut and how to 

carve. 

With the help of his strong spiritual power, Xia ruofei’s every move was very accurate, as if it had been 

measured by a precision instrument. 

Soon, Jade fragments flew in all directions, and the embryonic form of a Jade Guanyin gradually 

appeared. 

During the process of carving, he constantly changed to different types of carving knives, but every knife 

was full of confidence and without the slightest hesitation. The whole carving speed was quite fast. 

If other Jade sculptors saw this scene, they would definitely be shocked. 

The traditional jade carving process was slow but delicate. 

Before he started, he had to calculate for a long time, and sometimes he had to draw some auxiliary 

lines. 

When he started to sculpt, he was very careful. He had to think for a long time before he made each cut. 

It was better to have one less than half. 

If the carving wasn’t in place, it could be modified, but if a little bit was cut off, it couldn’t be repaired. 

In particular, this kind of expensive high – Quality Jade had to be carved with great care. 

However, it was precisely because of this that these sculpted works often carried a strong sense of 

craftsmanship. They were repeatedly modified and completed in one go, and experts could see the 

differences at a glance. 

Xia ruofei’s sculpting method required the help of strong spiritual power to ensure accuracy. Ordinary 

people would not be able to learn it even if they knew about it. 



This was also the main reason why Xia ruofei’s works had a natural charm. 

Of course, there was another reason that could not be ignored. 

The Jade Leaf that he had previously sculpted was actually based on the leaf of the spirit heart tree that 

he had observed countless times in the early days. The entire spirit heart tree had a trace of the great 

Dao’s charm, and every leaf was full of the Dao’s flavor. The Jade Leaf that was sculpted with this as the 

template naturally did not have a trace of smoke and fire. 

This time, the Jade Guanyin that Xia ruofei had sculpted was based on a precious visualization diagram 

that was kept in the “human” jade talisman. It was also not an ordinary item. 

As the carving knife in Xia ruofei’s hand danced, the Jade Guanyin gradually took shape in his hand. 

After Xia ruofei’s last strike, he finally left his state of extreme concentration. A tired smile appeared on 

his face. He picked up the completed Jade Guanyin and blew on it. 

After all the remaining Jade fragments on the Jade Guanyin were blown away, it finally revealed its true 

appearance. 

The Jade Guanyin had a graceful bearing and a compassionate expression on her face. One of her hands 

was holding a clean bottle with a willow branch in it. 

The entire Jade Guanyin was very lifelike. Even the details of her dress were very realistic. At the same 

time, it also emitted a faint charm of the great Dao. 

Xia ruofei admired the Jade Guanyin for a while and put it down with satisfaction. 

He stood up and stretched his arms and legs, then drank a few mouthfuls of the spirit Heart Flower petal 

solution to recover his mental power. After all, such a carving had consumed a lot of his mental power. 

In the spirit map space that was rich in spiritual Qi, Xia ruofei was quickly revived. 

He returned to the side of the spirit pond and sat down cross – legged. His expression became serious as 

he picked up the Jade Guanyin. 

The next step was to inscribe the spirit gathering talisman. 

Xia ruofei had practiced the spirit gathering talisman until he was very familiar with it. He had also tried 

to use a Jade carrier to draw the runes and the success rate was not bad. 

This was the first time he had used such a precious glass type jade Guanyin to draw a rune. 

However, Xia ruofei did not feel nervous at all. 

On the one hand, the success rate was quite high when he was practicing before. On the other hand, 

with his current spiritual power cultivation, even if there was a failure, he could control it very well. At 

most, this Jade Guanyin could no longer bear the runes, and it would not shatter. 

Even if he couldn’t carve any more runes on it, the value of this Jade Guanyin was still extremely high. 

The millions he spent on it would not go to waste. 



Furthermore, he still had a few spare pieces of jade that were more than enough to carve the Jade Leaf. 

If the carving of the Jade Guanyin failed, the larger spare pieces of jade could still be used to carve the 

Jade Guanyin, but the size would not be as big. 

It was because of this relaxed state of mind that Xia ruofei’s drawing of the spirit gathering array runes 

went rather smoothly. He even felt that it was better than when he was practicing. He did not even 

think about whether he would succeed or fail. Unknowingly, he had finished drawing it in one go. 

It was only when the last rune was successfully carved into the Jade Guanyin that Xia ruofei suddenly 

noticed it. He could not help but smile in relief. 
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Chapter 1099: Spirit – gathering Jade Guanyin (2) 

 

This Jade Guanyin didn’t look any different from the previous one. However, if a master who cultivated 

spiritual power was here, he would immediately notice that there were countless complex lines invisible 

to the naked eye inside, and there was a faint flow of spiritual energy. 

The spirit Qi in the spirit map space was already very dense, so the Jade Guanyin quickly absorbed a lot 

of spirit Qi and seemed to be more agile. 

And this was without the blood contract. Once he absorbed a drop of elder song’s blood, he would wear 

the Jade Guanyin, and it would continuously absorb spiritual Qi, unknowingly nourishing his body. The 

benefits were more than five or ten hundred – year – old wild ginseng. 

The body of the elderly was weak. In Traditional Chinese Medicine, there was a saying that a weak body 

could not be nourished. A tonic medicine like wild ginseng was naturally the best choice to use to keep 

one’s life, but it seemed too potent to be used to nourish the body. 

However, the Jade Guanyin did not have such a disadvantage at all. Its nourishment to the body was 

carried out unknowingly. The whole process was very gentle, and even the person who was being 

nourished could not easily detect it. 

After Xia ruofei played with the Jade Guanyin for a while, he put it away with satisfaction. 

He felt that he was in a very good state today, so he decided to carve out the few pieces of jade he had 

just prepared in one go. 

In any case, time flowed 30 times faster in the Archean realm, so he had plenty of time. 

The Jade Guanyin had been successfully sculpted, so Xia ruofei decided to use the rest of the Jade to 

carve the Jade Leaf. 

He had already made a draft in his heart, so he picked up a carving knife and cut the rest of the Jade into 

small pieces without hesitation. 



If Ma Zhiming had seen Xia ruofei cut the glass – Type jade that was worth millions into such small 

pieces, he would have been heartbroken. 

For such precious Jade, the bigger it was, the more valuable it was. 

Under normal circumstances, a whole piece of Jade could be used to produce several bracelets, and the 

rest could be used to make rings. In short, the utilization rate had to be maximized. 

However, Xia ruofei did not think too much about it. He did not care about spending a few million Yuan. 

The carving of the Jade Leaf was much simpler than that of the Jade Guanyin. In a short while, Xia ruofei 

had carved all the Jade into lifelike jade leaves. 

There were a total of seven pieces. 

Xia ruofei rested for a while and then continued to carve amulets into the seven leaves. 

The size of the Jade Leaf was much smaller than the Jade Guanyin. It was not enough to engrave a more 

complicated rune like the spirit gathering talisman. Besides, Xia ruofei felt that the safety of his loved 

ones was the first priority, so a relatively simple rune was the most suitable. 

Xia ruofei was already very familiar with drawing protective runes. 

He didn’t stop at all and quickly carved all seven jade leaves into the protective runes. He didn’t fail even 

once and the success rate was 100%. 

After finishing all this, Xia ruofei let out a long sigh of relief. Even with his strong spiritual power, he 

could not help but feel a little tired after completing such a high – intensity task. 

However, after he found a few boxes to store the Jade leaves and Jade Guanyin, he quickly left the space 

and returned to the outside world. 

After all, they were in a hotel. Xia ruofei was worried that someone would accidentally barge in, so he 

left the spirit map space without delay after he was done. 

After returning to his room, Xia ruofei immediately kept the spirit map scroll in his palm. 

Then, he sat down, lit a cigarette, and took a break. 

Because the time flow in the spirit map space was thirty times faster, only a little time had passed in the 

outside world. 

Xia ruofei rested for a while. Seeing that it was still early for lunch, he gave Tang Yitian a call and found 

out that his family was visiting the Forbidden City. He left the hotel and took a taxi to the Forbidden 

City’s Natural Park. 

The Forbidden City’s area was very vast. If they were to visit all of them in one day, it might not be 

enough. Tang Yitian and the others ‘plan for today was to tour the Forbidden City and climb the Great 

Wall of Badaling the next day. 

Hence, Xia ruofei quickly bought the tickets and met up with Tang Yitian’s family in the Forbidden City. 



Tang Haoran had thought that his master would not be free this morning and was a little depressed. 

However, when he saw Xia ruofei rushing over after finishing his work, he was very happy and his mood 

suddenly soared. 

Now that the matter of the company’s brand ambassador had been settled, and Feng Jing was in charge 

of the follow – up work, Xia ruofei was very assured. Elder song’s birthday present for the next day had 

been prepared, so Xia ruofei was at ease. 

He accompanied Tang Yitian’s family on a tour of the Forbidden City for a day. The next day, he went to 

the Great Wall of Badaling with them. 

Little Haoran finally became a ‘hero’ for once. 

As they had to attend a banquet at old song’s house that night, Xia ruofei and the rest had a simple 

lunch at Badaling before returning to the hotel. 

He went back to his room to take a shower and lay down to sleep for a while. Song Rui arrived at the 

hotel at around fouro’ clock. 

After receiving the call, Xia ruofei immediately changed into the clothes that he had already prepared. 

Then, he placed the Jade Guanyin into a paper box and stuffed it into his bag. 

Xia ruofei saw song Rui as soon as he got out of the elevator. 

This guy was sitting on the sofa, looking around with a pair of sneaky eyes. He didn’t even blink when 

girls with good figures came in and out. 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but find it funny. He waved at song Rui and shouted,””Song Rui!” 

“RUO Fei!” Song Rui immediately stood up and said with a smile,”you’re really acting like a boss now! 

I’m staying in Hilton Hotel for my business trip!” 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but roll his eyes.”If I had a big house in the capital, I wouldn’t stay in a hotel!” 

“That’s not my house ...” Song Rui said with a bitter face.”I’d rather stay in a hotel. I don’t have much 

freedom at home. Besides, you know my old man. He always has a long face as if I owe him tens of 

millions ...” 

“Who said that? Elder song is so kind!” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

“That’s because I’m kind to you!” Song Rui said,”all of us from the younger generation are afraid of 

Grandpa ... Every day at home feels like a year! I can’t even go out and have fun! I won’t say anymore, I 

won’t say anymore. It’s all tears ... Let’s go! Grandpa is already waiting for you at home!” 

Song Rui brought Xia ruofei out of the hotel. A sedan with a red flag was parked at the entrance of the 

hotel. A major with dark skin and a cold face stood upright beside the car. 

“Ruofei, this is Chen Gang, the new guard staff officer that the organization assigned to Grandpa!” Song 

Rui introduced. Brother Chen, this is Xia ruofei, the guest that Grandpa wanted to meet today. ” 

Chen Gang nodded at Xia ruofei and said,””Hello, Mr. Xia! Please get in the car!” 



“I’ll have to trouble you, brother Chen!” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

He had a natural sense of closeness to soldiers. Although Chen Gang did not smile much, his strong 

military temperament made Xia ruofei have a good impression of him. He also knew that this was a 

habit of the security guards, so he did not feel that there was any neglect in his album. 

Xia ruofei noticed that the sedan with the red flag had a white military license plate. After getting in, he 

could not help but ask,””Song Rui, this ... Could this be elder song’s car?” 

Song Rui smiled and said,”strictly speaking, it’s not. It’s just a spare car. However, the specifications are 

the same as the special car. It’s a special explosion – proof version!” It’s just to pick you up, and Grandpa 

would glare at us if we tried to touch this car!” 

In fact, Xia ruofei had noticed the heavy doors of the red – flag car when he got in. The experienced Xia 

ruofei could tell that the car was equipped with the best bulletproof armor. 

He couldn’t help but feel touched. Elder song had indeed treated him differently! 

Then, Xia ruofei had an idea and asked,””By the way, where’s elder song’s former guard staff officer, Xu 

Wu?” 

When elder song was seriously ill, Xia ruofei treated him and lived in the mountains for a while. He was 

very close to his guard and staff officer, Xu Wu. So when he saw that elder song’s personal guard had 

been replaced by Chen Gang, he could not help but show concern. 

Song Rui said with a smile,”brother Xu has been promoted. He’s now the Chief of Staff of the second 

security Regiment. The second security Regiment is stationed in Daxing. You can go and play with him 

when you’re free!” 

“Alright!” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

As the two of them chatted, Chen Gang had already driven steadily on the road of Beijing. The car 

shuttled nimbly through the heavy traffic and gradually left the city, coming to the foot of a small 

mountain in the West of Beijing. 

 

? 

Chapter 1100: Green eyes (1) 

 

The trees on the hill were lush and there was a lot of greenery. The environment looked very peaceful 

but Xia ruofei could sense the tight security under the peace. He did not even need to use his spiritual 

power. With his professional sixth sense, he could sense that there were many hidden sentries. 

The car drove straight up the mountain and drove on the smooth asphalt road for a few hundred 

meters. After turning a corner, they met the first sentry post, which was guarded by soldiers with loaded 

guns. 

Chen Gang slowed down the car and rolled down the window. 



Song Rui explained,”there are many retired comrades living here. So, there is a Regiment of soldiers 

stationed here all year round to guard the place. The entry and exit checks are very strict. If no one 

answers you, you will definitely not be able to enter.” 

Xia ruofei smiled and nodded without saying a word. In fact, he could tell that although the guards were 

all elites of the military, with his current cultivation, it would not be difficult for him to avoid the open 

and hidden sentries. 

Of course, Xia ruofei would not be so stupid as to expose her. 

After the inspection and registration, the car continued to move forward. 

There were at least five sentries along the way, and there were countless hidden sentries. 

In the end, the car turned a corner, and a vast courtyard under the shade of green trees appeared in 

front of everyone. 

There were two armed soldiers standing at the entrance of the courtyard, vigilantly watching the front. 

Chen Gang stuck his head out and waved his hand. The two soldiers immediately opened the gate, and 

the car drove directly into the courtyard. 

“We’re here!” Song Rui said with a smile. 

Xia ruofei and the other two got out of the car. Song Rui said,””Grandpa is in the backyard! I’ll bring you 

in!” 

Xia ruofei smiled and nodded, then said to Chen Gang,””Staff officer Chen, thank you!” 

Chen Gang was stunned for a moment. He obviously did not expect Xia ruofei to thank him. However, he 

immediately came back to his senses and said,””You’re welcome! This is my job!” 

Xia ruofei nodded at Chen Gang and then followed song Rui inside. 

This was a traditional three – Entry old house. There was a spacious parking lot in the front yard where 

guards, cooks, and other staff lived. The middle yard was where elder song usually worked and received 

guests. Some of his followers could also stay here. The backyard was where elder song rested. The 

environment was the quietest. Without permission, even the younger generation of the song family 

could not enter. 

Song Rui brought Xia ruofei through the middle courtyard and stood at the door of the backyard. He 

said,””I can only bring you up to this point. You can go in and see the old master! We’ll be eating in the 

central courtyard later!” 

“Alright!” Xia ruofei patted song Rui’s shoulder and walked in. 

As soon as they entered the backyard, Xia ruofei felt as if he had arrived at a hidden paradise. The style 

here was completely different from the previous one. 

The yard was opened up with a long vegetable field, and there were many vegetables growing on it. On 

the other side, there was a grape rack full of grape vines, and under the grape rack, there was a stone 

table and stone bench. 



Some planting tools were placed against the wall in an orderly manner, making it look like an ordinary 

farm. 

Manager Lu had obviously received the news from the front yard and was already waiting there. 

As soon as he saw Xia ruofei, he greeted him with a smile and said,””Xiao Xia, the chief has been waiting 

for you for a long time!” 

Xia ruofei quickly said,”yo!” Then I’m really guilty, how can I let the old birthday girl wait for me!” 

Manager Lu laughed and said,”you little Xia!” The Bureau chief has been talking about you a lot recently! 

The chief has been back in the capital for so long and you don’t want to come and see him ...” 

Xia ruofei smiled bitterly.”I’ve been busy with worldly affairs. Besides, elder song’s status is special. It’s 

inconvenient for me to come here often.” 

“That’s only for others!” Manager Lu smiled and said,”the chief treats you like his own descendant. You 

can come and see him anytime you want.” 

“I got it, manager Lu!” Xia ruofei said, feeling warm inside. 

The courtyard behind them wasn’t big. As the two of them spoke, they had already passed through the 

courtyard and arrived at the central room. 

“Chief, Xiao Xia is here!” Manager Lu said at the door. 

Elder song was sitting in the middle of the central room, and there were many people sitting on both 

sides. They all looked in the direction of the voice. 

Xia ruofei quickly stepped forward and entered the central room. He said respectfully to elder 

song,””Chief, today is your birthday. I wish you good fortune like the flowing water of the East Sea and a 

long life like the everlasting pine on the southern mountain!” 

Elder song’s hair and beard were all white, but he was in good spirits. He looked at Xia ruofei with a kind 

gaze and laughed.”Thank you for your blessing! Little Xia, come over and sit!” 

Xia ruofei walked forward and took a good look at the people in the room. Other than elder song’s 

children, there were also a few leaders who were close to elder song. Among them were Tian Huilan, 

who had been transferred to the capital, and Lieutenant General Zhao, who Xia ruofei had helped treat 

diabetes. 

It seemed that even though elder song’s birthday was supposed to be a family dinner, the higher – ups 

who were closer to him were still invited. 

Of course, elder song still remembered Xia ruofei and asked song Rui to invite him personally. He was 

very touched. 

Tian Huilan, Zhao Cheng, song Rui’s father, song Zhengping, as well as elder song’s other children, whom 

he had interacted with a few times during his treatment, all smiled and nodded at Xia ruofei. The others 

looked at Xia ruofei curiously. 

 


